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ECONOMIC SANCTIONS

When the United States imposes economic

sanctions on other countries to achieve political

goals, civilians in those countries are starved

and denied medicine in an effort to enrage

them into revolting against their leaders.



WAR ON DRUGS

The US military is currently employed in

fighting an international war on drugs to limit

the flow of illegal substances across its borders.

To this date, alcohol distilleries in the US have

never been targeted by the militaries of Arabic

nations where the use of alcohol is prohibited.



SUPERPOWER

The US considers itself to be a superpower ,

which means it can bully other countries

around with its large military arsenal.
COLLATERAL DAMAGE

When the US military causes collateral damage.

innocent civilians are deprived of their health

and property, leaving them with absolutely no

means of acquiring a loan.



ENVIRONMENTAL BULLET

The US recently has spent millions of dollars to

develop an environmental bullet which contains

no toxic lead, but still kills people with all the

efficiency of a traditional bullet.

WEAPONS OF MASS

DESTRUCTION

Taking the moral highground, the US has

bombed several sites in Iraq, the Sudan, and

Libya in an effort to eliminate their weapons of

mass destruction. The US currently possesses

more nuclear and chemical weapons than any

other nation on Earth. The US actually supplied

Iraq with the makings of weapons of mass

destruction during the Iraq-Iran war. To date

there have been no plans for US bombers to

target US storage facilities and eliminate their

own weapons of mass destruction from their

arsenals.



TERRORISTS & SOLDIERS

Terrorists covertly kill innocent people and

destroy property to achieve political ideals.

Soldiers overtly kill innocent people and destroy

property to achieve political ideals.

SMART BOMBS

The United States air missiles commonly

referred to as smart bombs can destroy

everything within a 100 yard radius of their

targets. The US also has a large number of

stupid bombs in its arsenal which can kill and

maim with much less accuracy.

CRUISE MISSILES

US cruise missiles often cruise across scenic

areas, such as the Persian Gulf, where cruise

liners rarely get to go.

PATRIOT MISSILE

A patriot missile is a million dollar explosive

which pledges its allegiance by occasionally

blowing up missiles which are aimed at US

targets. It eagerly gives up its own life to

protect other US missiles from being destroyed.



SURGICAL STRIKES

The US employs surgical strikes to create work

for doctors, nurses, and emergency rescue

teams throughout Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, the

Sudan, Yugoslavia, and other countries that do

not agree with US policies.

CARPET BOMBING

The US tactic of carpet bombing Iraq has

destroyed thousands of beautiful Persian rugs,

making them tattered and bloody.



PEACEKEEPERS

The US believes that it can reduce hostilities in

foreign countries by patrolling them with armed

soldiers called peacekeepers . These

peacekeepers basically are employed to shoot at

people who are shooting at other people.


